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Uncluttered

Keep the user’s view space 
minimalistic to avoid 
cognitive overload.  

Layout

Design immersive and readable layouts.

Predictable

Use intuitive and 
predictable layouts 
throughout that are 
consistent throughout the 
system.

Out of the Way

Keep UI elements off to the 
side of the view space. It is 
important not to obstruct 
the user’s view. 
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Consistency

Color should be applied to 
the UI consistently 
throughout the application. 
Make sure the user knows 
they are still accessing the 
same application. 

Color

Use color to create a cohesive and accessible experience.

Accessibility

Account for users with 
colorblindness and 
maximize distinction 
between elements with 
color by utilizing contrast. 

Transparency

Use transparent 
backgrounds, so that the 
user can see behind the UI 
element. Also, use these 
backgrounds behind UI 
that displays text. 
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Searching...

Grand Canyon Facts.

² The Grand Canyon is 
bigger than the state 
of Rhode Islan«

² The Grand Canyon 
was carved over some 
6 million years.
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Size

Keep text size at an 
easy-to-read level. Also, use 
size distinction between 
heading, subtitle, and body 
text.

Typography

Avoid cognitive overload and readability issues.

Hierarchy

Effectively communicate 
content by using a 
hierarchy. Chunking 
information helps reduce 
cognitive overload.

Selection

When deciding on a font to 
use, utilize a typeface that 
works well in various sizes. 
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Intuitive

Use intuitive tutorial 
interactions that let the 
user easily learn how to use 
the system. When possible, 
use videos to get the 
information across.

Onboarding/Tutorial

Help your users learn how to use your system efficiently.

Flow

The flow of the onboarding 
process should build up 
slowly to allow users to learn 
the simple interaction first.

Categorize

Make use of categories to 
chunk tutorial information 
for better cognitive 
processing.
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Data Collection

For data collection 
purposes, always let the 
user know what data will be 
collected. Also, give them a 
way to legitimately opt-out.

Privacy

Respect your user’s privacy and gain their trust.

On/Off

Create an easy way for the 
user to turn on/off the BCI. 
The BCI should not run in 
the background when the 
user wants to shut it down. 

Trust

To facilitate trust within the 
BCI system, have the user’s 
best interest in mind. Write 
up easy-to-undsertand and 
ethical terms & conditions.
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